
 
 
 
 
 

Hundreds, Tens and Units 

Remember :- 54  is 5 tens and 4 units. 

Whole Numbers 2Whole Numbers 2 

54  means 5 4  = 5 lots of ten  and 4 units. 

unitstens 

= 

Understand what 
each digit 

represents in 
a number. 

Exercise 1 

1. Copy the picture 

and put in numbers 

and counters to finish it. 16  = ..... ten  and ..... units 

2. Copy and fill in the boxes to make the correct number :-

a  13 = 1 ten and units b 27 = tens and 7 units 

c  34 = tens and units d 41 = tens and unit 

e  68 = tens and units f 70 = tens and units 

g  9 = tens and units h 99 = tens and units. 

3.  I have 57 one pence coins. I want to put them in bundles of 10. 

a How many full bundles of 10 can I make ? 

b How many one pence coins will I have left over ? 

Worksheet 

3·1 

= 
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4.  Angus bought 83 tropical fish. He wants to put 

them in tanks with 10 fish in each tank. 

a How many full tanks of 10 will he get ? 

b How many fish will be left to go in the spare tank ? 

Numbers Bigger than 100 

Worksheet 

3·2 

125   means   1  2 5  = 1 lot of hundred, 2 lots of ten and 5 units. 

unitstenshundreds 

The picture shows how the number 125 can be split up 

5. Copy and Complete :-  237  = ... hundreds, ... tens  and ... units. 

6.  Write these numbers in hundreds, tens and units :-

a 418 = ... hundreds, 1 ten and ... units. 

b 657 = ... hundreds, ... tens and ... units. 

c 902 = ... hundreds, ... tens and ... units. 

d 892 = ... hundreds, ... tens and ... units. 

e 760 = ... hundreds, ... tens and ... units. 

7.  Do the same with these numbers :-

a 300 b 727 c 602 d 930 

e 275 f 384 g 717 h 989 

i 172 j 658 k 284 l 547. 

418 
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8. How many £1 coins and 10p coins will you get for :-

a 340p b 630p c 960p 

d 450p e 880p f 570p  

g 500p h 700p i 1000 ?  

9.  Seven girls have some money. 

How many 1p coins would each of them get ? 

a Anna - £1 and 74p. b Beryl - £2 and 48p. 

c Carol - £6 and 20p. d Denise - £5 and 82p.  

e Evelyn - Four 10p coins and one 5p coin.  

f Fiona - One £1 coin and eight 10p coins.  

g Gina - Nine £1 coins, seven 10p coins and four 2p coins.  

10.  George goes to the newsagent and pays for his PC magazine. 

He hands over the exact amount :-

four £1 coins 

three 10p coins and 

nine 1p coins. 

How much did the magazine cost ?  

11.  Sarah’s mum gives her six £1 coins, seven 10p coins 

and five 1p coins to pay for a cinema ticket and popcorn. 

How much does Sarah have ? 
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A number can be written in words and in digits. 

(digits means numbers like 1, 2, 3, 4, .....) 

You should be able to change a number from one to the other. 

Seven hundred and eighty nine 

written using digits is 789. 

354 written in words is  

“three hundred and fifty four” 

Place Value 

Seven hundred 
and eighty nine 

789 

Understand 
place value for 

numbers 
up to 1000. 

Exercise 2 

1.  Write the following numbers using digits :-

a twenty three b thirty eight c forty one 

d seventy five e sixty two f ninety 

g twelve h eighty i fifty nine. 

Worksheet 

3·3 

2.  Write the following numbers using digits :-

a one hundred and seventeen b two hundred and forty three 

c five hundred and sixty four d three hundred and twenty seven 

e eight hundred and fifty five f seven hundred and fourteen 

g nine hundred and seventy h six hundred and sixty six 

i eight hundred and eight j nine hundred and ninety nine. 

3.  Write these numbers using words :-

a 58 b 32 c 46 d 19 

e 70 f 88 g 178 h 319 

i 919 j 504 k 800 l 1000. 
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13.What numbers are shown on these meters ?  

a b c 

270 

280 

290 

300 

50 

60 

70 

80 

0 

10 

20 

30 

14. Seven hundred and twenty six people attended 

a gig starring Paul McCourtney at the SECC in Glasgow. 

Write this number using digits. 

15. A housing estate has 607 houses in it. 

Write this number in words. 

16. Write the answers to these in words :-

a Derek tried the 

long jump. 

420 430 
centimetres 

How far did he jump ? 

b How heavy is the TV ?  

40 50 

kilograms 
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Revisit - Review - Revise 

1. Write these numbers using digits :-

a sixty three b one hundred and sixty two. 

2. Write these numbers in words :-

a 78 b 409 c 753 d 999. 

3. Write the number that comes :-

a just after 149 b just before 800 c ten after 360. 

4. Put these numbers in order, starting with the smallest :-

              229,  188,  282,  314,  179,  220. 

5. What numbers do the arrows point to ? 

6. Bobby got 5 new £10 bank notes, all in order 

starting at NUMBER 000 711. 

a What was the highest number on his notes ? 

Bobby’s sister, Fran, got two new £10 notes just before Bobby. 

b What was the lower number on her notes ? 

7. Jay, Ian and Ger were in a Javelin throwing competition. 

a How far has Ger thrown ? b How far has Jay thrown ? 

c How much further has Ian thrown than Jay ? 

20 3025 710 720 

190 m 200 m 210 m 

Jay Ian Ger 



 


